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From the Headmaster’s Desk
We begin this final term of 2017 having just had a very short holiday, and with only eight weeks left until the end of the school year.
In that time, however, we are going to pack in an enormous
amount. As we go through the term we will be concentrating on
the theme “Make their Day”, which continues from the Fish Philosophy thinking that we have focused on during the course of the
year. This theme implores us to be empathetic and understanding
of others, as well as creating a positive environment for all.
At the end of last term I wrote to you about the excellent presentations at our recent Heads’ Conference. A person who really made a
big impact on me was Dr Nick Spaull. He spoke to us about how the
world is changing and how we need to change in education to ensure that what we teach is relevant for the boys for their very
different 21st century world. He emphasised the importance of the
4Cs for 21st century education, these being Communication, Collaboration, Critical Thinking and Creativity. Later in his presentation he
spoke about how we need to think differently about success in
schools in order to achieve these aims. He maintains that we need
to expand our view of success in schools. He used the following
table to explain this to us:

We also need to look carefully at our awards and recognition system
to ensure that we do not only award those who are the outliers, but
also those who show perseverance, character and grit.
He went on to say that our traditional schooling system and our
upbringing practices have emphasised what he called a toxic
masculinity. This is especially more prevalent within a boys-only
schooling environment. Here again he explained the old and new
ways of looking at success in terms of boys and masculinity in the
form of a table, which I thought was very helpful.

Success for Some

Success for Many

Only some can attain and
perform the narrow criteria of
masculinity: physically strong,
sporty, well-liked, alpha-male +
hierarchy

Universally attainable values
are emphasised (courage,
empathy, integrity, leadership, hard-work etc)

Do not be perceived as weak

Do not be perceived as inauthentic

External is emphasised appearance

Internal is emphasised

Achievement in traditional
sports emphasised: rugby,
cricket, water polo (strong
hierarchy of 'acceptable'
sports)

Achievement in all areas
praised equally: drama,
music, debating, hockey, art,
dance etc

School approval is conditional
on achievement

School approval is conditional
on growth, effort and values

Success for Some

Success for Many

Scarce: only some can attain
the very limited criteria of
success

Expansive: many can attain
some version of an expansive
vision of success

Exclusive: typically those
with power/privilege benefit
most

Inclusive: many benefit, including those without power/
privilege

Self-worth tied to performance and outcomes

Self-worth is innate

Individual focus

Team focus

Shame: I am something wrong

Guilt: I did something wrong

Primarily Competitive: only
some can win or attain the
scarce resource/goal

Primarily Collaborative:
'winning' isn't the aim

Values emphasised: leadership, resilience, heroism,
toughness, individuality

Values emphasised: empathy,
compassion, vulnerability,
courage

Ego and fear are driving
forces

Interest, passion & goals are
driving forces (flow)

Your success means my failure

Your success and my success
are both attainable

He contends that we should be moving towards a conceptualisation
of success for many, rather than success just for a few. This is line
with our school’s new vision and mission, where we are intent on
awakening potential and empowering and inspiring every boy at
the school.
We would like every boy to leave Wetpups having found his
strengths, knowing who he is, and having the confidence to tackle
the world and become a solutionary in the future. This means that
it is important to ensure that all our boys are given leadership
coaching and opportunities to lead during their time at the school.

I believe that it is very important to move school approval from
being conditional on achievement to one where it is conditional on
growth, effort and values. This is the motivation for us reassessing
our prefect and awards systems at the school. We would like to be
more in line with 21st century thinking, and be aiming to develop and
grow every boy to be the best he can be for the world.
I am very pleased to announce that Dr Nick Spaull has agreed to
come and speak to us as a community on Tuesday, 31 October, at
18:30. He is an excellent speaker, who has a wealth of knowledge,
and is well versed in educational matters pertaining to South Africa.
Please join us for this very informative and interesting presentation.

CHECK OUT PAGE 2!
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In the interest of effective communication and access to information, Wetpups is pleased to invite parents to download the
school’s app. This is an ideal and easy to use app, which will
facilitate effective communication, including latest updates
and notifications, daily schedules and more.

Thought for the Week
"Originality will always catch the attention of a good critic whether
you're striving for success or living proof of success. Be yourself!
Stay Original!"

The Wetpups app is a dynamic and fluid app containing all the
information a parent will need. It is designed for easy access to
information, news, calendar items, contact details, parental
communication and more. During the course of the year, various icons will come and go – such as orders for the tuck shop,
bookings for ‘At Homes’ and so on. Parents will be able to register for specific groups for which to receive notifications, thus
enabling your usage to be more customised. It also provides greater security as information regarding the boys’
schedule can be limited to parents only.
Please follow the guidelines below to download the app,
register and enjoy.

Leiby Acosta
The app is available in the Apple App Store and the Google Play Store. It is compatible with IOS &
Android smart phones, android tablets and iPads. Find it by searching for Western Province Prep
School in your smart device’s app store or by clicking on the following links:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/id1291178838
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=za.co.myappzone.wpps
1.Click on the app to download it - you may have to use your Apple ID / Google Play Password
2.Please allow notifications - this is an integral part of the app
3. You will be asked for an access code, please insert wpps917 in the box
4. Before you can actually use the app, you will need to REGISTER and accept the Terms of Use. This
step is important for Security of information, and you will not have access to most of the pages within
the app until you register:
5. When you click on any of the icons, you will be taken to a REGISTRATION (LOGIN) PAGE.
Please complete the very short registration form as per below by clicking on REGISTER, and select
Submit. Once registered you will see the REGISTRATION COMPLETE screen. You will now have full
access to the app.
6. There is one last step for you to complete, and this is to personalise the app so that you receive only the NOTIFICATIONS that are relevant
to you and your family: Once registered you will be directed to the MY SCHOOL PROFILE page: click on View to proceed.

Please make sure that you have the
correct categories ticked. This will ensure that you receive the correct information from the school.
Push Notifications will be used for urgent notices, and important reminders.
The rest of the school information is
now available for you to access within
the various icons of the app.
Please make sure that you have
checked the App for relevant information, as we will try not to send out
too many Push Notifications
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Shrewsbury House Exchange 2017
Six of our boys were fortunate enough to
experience the UK schooling system during their visit to Shrewsbury. The day-today school life is similar to WPPS, but also
different in so many ways. Latin and
French lessons were something new, and
the chance to play football matches led to
much excitement and many stories of
´assists´ and goals. The boys absolutely
loved being transported to and from
school by bus.
We were fortunate enough to go on some fantastic
outings. The theatre production, School of Rock, was the
cultural highlight of the trip. The boys loved seeing other
children dominate the stage in this energetic musical. The
visit to Hampton Court Palace brought history alive, and
the ancient maze proved to be a hit with the boys. Aside from the busy tubes, a visit to London was loads of fun. Hamley´s was the clear winner from an entertainment point of view.
There was also a moment of pride when we saw the statue of Nelson Mandela in Parliament
Square.
There were also challenges on
the trip. School days are far
longer than at WPPS, and we all
missed home at times. But, new
routines and experiences build
character, and are an important
part of life. The main benefit of
the Exchange has definitely
been the new friendships that
have been forged. We look forward to building on these
friendships when we host
Shrewsbury House next term.
I would like to commend Adam, Boineelo, Divakaran, Jean, Ben and Alex on the manner in which they represented their school. They
were great ambassadors, and made the most of the opportunity.
CRAIG CONNELLAN

Staff News

WPPS Achiever

We are very sad to announce that Allan Wells will be leaving
Wetpups at the end of this year. He has been an integral part of the
school for the last ten years, being the Boarding House Master, Head
of Outreach and the Student Academy, 1st X1 cricket and hockey
coach and Head of Maths. However, we are delighted for him as he
has been appointed Deputy Head at Bridge House in Franschhoek.
We wish him, Leza, Jack, Cameron and Charlie all the best for the
future. We are very happy that Jack will remain at Wetpups for his
Grade 7 year next year.
At the end of this year we will also be saying goodbye to Jos Davie.
She has decided not to return to Wetpups after her Maternity Leave
due to ill health. During the birth of her son they found that she is
suffering from a heart complaint which required having a pacemaker
being fitted.
We wish her, Simon and Ezra all the best for the future.

Carl Elvin-Jensen took part in the, Western Cape Standard
Championships, this last Saturday in the Skeet Discipline, for
Colt division (U15). He was awarded a silver medal for second
place.
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Progress on the pools
A letter was sent to all parents earlier in the week
explaining what is happening with the swimming
pools. We are still hoping that the water polo
pool will be operational some time next week.
The paving around the pool is now being laid and
a few teething problems with the filtration system are being resolved. Thereafter work on the
small pool with get under way. We are not sure
at this stage when the small pool will be back on
line.

ABRSM Music Theory Exams

Playground
Giant Chess Board

Pre-Prep
SPCA Food Pyramid
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